Capacity Management -such as fleeting becomes one of the critical decisions for the logistic company. Despite its role to ensure the availability of fleet as needed with an effective and efficient process, a good capacity management can improve service level and lead to competitive advantage. However, due to its capital-intensive characteristic, the decision between buying and renting a fleet becomes an important consideration. Therefore, this study presents a comprehensive decision-making methodology in capacity management, particularly on fleet procurement by incorporating several techniques (i.e., Demand forecasting, Demand-capacity analysis, Analytic Hierarchy Process with BOCR model, Urgent-Important Eisenhower Matrix, and Simulation). A numerical example is performed to an Indonesian logistic company. It reveals that a combination of owned-fleet and rented-fleet becomes the most appropriate strategy. In general, this study has contributed to strengthening existing literature and providing a comprehensive methodology in capacity management.
Introduction
With rapid environment changes and fierce competition, logistic companies are encouraged to optimize its resource and capacity position to maintain the achievement of service level (Pettus, 2001) . As service companies, balancing demand and capacity has always been challenging due to the difficulty in predicting demand patterns (Klassen and Rohlender, 2002) . In addition, other decisions that should be concerned for the success of managing Logistics Company are strategic planning, inventory management, transportation, and information technology (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2003) . Good management of these decisions can minimize cost and maximize fleet utilization, improve service flexibility, and reduce business risk.
Logistic company -particularly fleeting, has a capital intensive characteristic. High investment cost in fleeting has caused companies to analyze the necessity of fleet procurement under uncertain demand. One of the alternatives to overcome this issue is to rent fleets from vendors. Thus, it requires a trade-off between the cost of owned-fleet (investment outlay), the potential penalties of associated with unfulfilled demands as a result of the use of limited fleets, and the dependence on the vendor. 
